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More than fifty years ago, Will and Dean were two strangers brought together by the unlikeliest
circumstances. They were two men in love in a world that loathed their affection. They were mates who
never got the chance to fulfill their destiny.

Now, they have a second chance. But Will has been reluctant to open his heart to Dean once more, and
Dean's guilt over not fighting for their mate bond keeps him from confessing the truth to Will.

But when Dean is captured by the Gathering, and forced to pay a debt that should have never existed, it's up
to Will to save his mate. Faced with the risk of losing Dean again, he has to take matters into his own hands
and confront the entire werewolf world for a love that has been forbidden for half a century.

Past and present come together—and Will and Dean will have to fight it all if they want to have a future
together, and the family they've always dreamed of.
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From Reader Review A Family with His Werewolf Mate for online
ebook

Lois - Who Reads says

Finally, we get to Dean and Will's story and it was fabulous! Their young was very sweet (and not an easy
thing in 1960 in a small town). While forces conspire against them being together there is still a mpreg to
deal with and we finally get to find out how Will survived. There is still some fuzzy time line issues that
weren't really dealt with, but I still really enjoyed the story.

Paola says

Maybe they'd loved each other in another life, or maybe their souls had been bonded before they'd even met.

????

Rachel Emily says

Yay! Definitely one of my favorites in the series (probably my second favorite) I loved that we finally got to
read Will and Dean's story, and how they first met and what happened. Loved them together, even though
Dean's an idiot for putting Will through everything by himself haha. Still, I loved this and I hope for more
soon!

ZK says

[I mean, plush WOLF and Orwell's Animal Farm, really? XD (hide spoiler)]

Melissa V says

I love this whole series, it's a fantastic change and twist from the normal series! I love the build up from
previous books and getting to read about Will and Dean from the start! My only issue and maybe i'm
thinking this wrong but if Will and Dean met and conceived Jessie in 1960 and they are keeping the series in
the present of 2014, and the whole thing is based on what happened over 50 years ago, shouldn't Jessie be 54
and not in his mid 20's like rest of the characters in the rest of the series???

Avril says

Ran through these bad boys in under 2 hours. Yes, all four books. I needed what they provided, knew what



they would provide so...yeah. I can't complain.

Candice says

Interesting. I am interested in Mathias now.

Lisa J. says

I enjoyed the then half more than the now part. When Will and Dean meet, it was very sweet, and though it
was fast, I liked that they took some time to get to know each other. I wanted to follow Will more on his
predicament and was disappointed with the placement of the time jump.

The second half lost me a little. It might have helped if I had read No. 2 and 3 of this series before reading
this book. I wanted more fireworks once the MCs were reunited. Maybe the fireworks were in Book 3? I also
was left with a lot of unanswered questions about both of their pasts. Still, I liked both MCs and will
continue with more from this series

Dee says

3.5 but rounding up or down...let me write and see

Back in Pregnant with His Werewolf's Baby Lone Wolf Pack 1 we all knew this was coming. . . Dean and
William, the possibly cheating, confusingly aged, self C-sectioning couple.

There were many, many questions that needed to be answered in this tome so I'm both pleased but a bit let
down - obviously I'd built my expectations high so unless Anya Byrne wrote a considerably longer story than
the previous entries with mega Dean grovelling and added a medical dictionary detailing in depth the
birthing and childhood development of male pregnancies. . . . well, I was doomed too at least some
disappointment.

We start in 1960. That was good because, duh, how did they meet, fall in love, separate? We get told all that
in the first half of the book set back then - no awkward to-ing and fro-ing for which I am thankful, time-
travel tends to make me nauseous in rapid succession. They wer risky in their affections for the time and
place but I found it believable for two young men. . . .though I did speculate on the convenience of vaseline
in a tent. I wanted to smack Dean upside the head for just leaving, what, you couldn't leave some sort of clue,
especially since the later (view spoiler)

The next part of the book pushes us forward to current day and the end of Expecting His Alpha's Child Lone
Wolf Pack 3 with Dean missing, presumed dying and William determined to save him by contacting his old
buddy who helped him out when he himself was pregnant with Jessie and thought he was abandoned.

Now, frankly I'm going to skip all of that and go to the bullet points. I know, but that's how I roll sometimes.

1: Are we to take it that it was the difficulty of the birthing process that caused developmental delays with



Jessie and his non-conscious awareness for at least two decades? Because that whole area feels pretty
glossed over and confused still.

2: (view spoiler)

3: The werewolf sperm appears to be astoundingly efficacious in procreation.

4: I think I want Gavin's mum and brothers to come and live with them in Wisconsin.

5: I sense a Matthias mating.

6: I sense an Argent mating.

7: In fact I sense a number of spin off series' titles forthcoming - the USD/GBP exchange rate does not
favour me for this and my cash-flow will be adversely affected if this occurs since I will probably buy them.

It looks like, all things considered, I should probably round the stars up.

Chanty says

The story of Dean and Will. How they met, fell in love but got separated by unforeseen forces. It takes them
50 years but then they get their HEA. The first part of the book was very nice. It starts in the sixties, where
homosexuality can cause a lot of problems. The lovers have little time together, but meet again after 50
years. Will has a son Jessie (who's father is Dean) and after all this time Dean has to pay for his mistakes.
The council of werewolfs demands it. The ending was anticlimactic. In the end the council desides to rule
differently, so instead of putting Dean to death they let him go. This came out of nowhere. Well...that's what
you get when you have to cramp 3 love scenes in 1 short book. You don't have time to wrap things up
realistically. Still...it was short, sweet and I had fun. I will be reading the next one.

Finnegan says

I was a bit disappointed in this book. There was this huge build-up to Will and Dean's story, but in the end, it
fall flat. I did not feel their love/mate bond, it felt a bit like insta-love. And there was nowhere near enough
angst, especially if you took into account what happened to both of them years ago. And their reunion just
had no chemistry or anything. It was just another generic shifter read where you can interchange one MC
with another. Nothing special.

Makhda says

3.5 stars

****************************************************************

Will and Dean's story!



Finally! Hope it's not a bust for me.

Cheryl says

More than half the book was of Will and Dean's meeting in 1960. When we jump to the present it got
confusing. I cannot work out these werewolves.

A??ela W. says

I think that this is the best book of this series so far. Will and Dean have been in love with each other for
over 50 years and they have a son. In 1960 when they first met Dean had been surprised that his mate was
male and a human and they had a few things against them being both male and the fact that he is a wolf.
They sneak around hiding from the world that doesn't accept them and after Dean tells Will what he is they
make plan to run away together. Dean's father the Alpha force him to mate with a female and threatens to kill
Will and his family if he doesn't so he never shows up for the date to run away breaking Wills heart. Will is
left depressed and sick gain weight and his family is starting to notice Will runs away after telling his brother
that he is in love with a man Will realizes that he is pregnant and that he has to protect his child. Will meets
Max who is a hybrid wolf when he recues Will from being attacked and he teaches him about having a
werewolf pup and how to raise one as well as becomes is friend and even though Will knows that Max has
feelings for him he didn't feel the same. Fast forward fifty years they have a second chance. But Will has
been reluctant to open his heart to Dean once more, and Dean's guilt over not fighting for their mate bond
keeps him from confessing the truth to Will. But when Dean is captured by the Gathering, and forced to pay
a debt that should have never existed Dean gives his life to save Jessie it's up to Will to save his mate. Faced
with the risk of losing Dean again, he has to take matters into his own hands and confront the entire
werewolf world for a love that has been forbidden for half a century. I loved this book I even cried for them
and I am so glad that they got their happy ending after Dean was forced to fight to win Will when he was
challenged by Max for him. I am looking forward to reading the next book in this series of lone wolves.

Sunny says

Finally, some answers! But not enough, I still have questions. Also, why did Will and Dean wait so long for
explanations? Still, another enjoyable read :)


